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LONE-WORKER PROTECTION BENEFITS
Ensure Lone Worker Safety

Automatic activation of the Lone-Worker protection

ZONITH Lone-Worker protection solution (L-W)
monitors people by sending “Alive-Check” messages
to their or SmartPhone. If a person for any reason
can’t reply L-W will immediately notify support staff
and ensure that action is taken. With the ZONITH
Lone-Worker protection service, staff are assured
that their safety is been monitored even if their radio
or SmartPhone fails or is out of coverage.

The L-W protection solution can be automatically activated
based on the time or on your staffs current location. L-W works
in conjunction with ZONITH Real Time Location System (RTLS)
inside buildings via the Bluetooth indoor positioning system
and outside via GPS positioning. Safe Areas can be defined in
the RTLS and when a person exits a Safe Area L-W automatically
activates. When the person returns to the Safe Area the service
will automatically cease.

Flexible and Scalable

Additional Features

L-W allows you to start small and helps you to
develop your lone worker policy without the need
to purchase additional hardware as it run on both
Android and iOS SmartPhones. The L-W protection
solution is a tool-kit that allows companies to create
user profiles and ensures that the entire workforce is
protected when they need it most.

∞ Adding extra info about the job to responders in case of injury
∞ Large panic button for immediately assistance call
∞ Notification if out of coverage
∞ Battery monitoring
∞ Self-test button
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LONE-WORKER PROTECTION

First of all, let’s imagine that when you work alone,
you get injured and you are prevented from calling
for the assistance!

ZONITH’s lone-worker App automatically calls
for assistance, whenever you are not able to do
so yourself. The service checks periodically if you
are OK and if you do not acknowledge, it calls for
assistance on your behalf.

All you need is a Smartphone with the ZONITH’s
app installed. The Smartphone will periodically send

INDOOR - ZONITH ID BADGE connected to our BT Receiver using Bluetooth
communication positioning
OUTDOOR -Smartphones using ZONITH App sending your GPS position constantly

alerts to ask you if you are OK. If you are OK, simply
press the acknowledge button. When you are unable
to acknowledge, just wait and the lone-worker
service will automatically call for assistance.

In many working environments, it may be impossible
to acknowledge the alert from the SmartPhone
screen itself. By connecting ZONITH’s ID Badge to
the Smartphone it is now easier to acknowledge
Lone Worker alerts with a double click of the ID
Badge instead!

ZONITH ID BADGE connects to SmartPhone

ABOUT ZONITH
ZONITH is a manufacturer of solutions for Alarm Handling, Positioning and Staff Safety. Based in Copenhagen and Warsaw,
ZONITH enhances the safety of thousands of people every day.

For more information visit: www.zonith.com
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